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Your users get a simple, intuitive web interface for collaboration.  
Your IT department gets data security and control. 

Conceptboard Collaboration Benefits

Intuitive whiteboard tools allow for faster iteration with feedback “in-
context”. Have a record of all of your team’s input stored in one place 
right next to your content.



Break down barriers between teams to reduce internal waste and lost 
productivity. See who's online, who's working on what, and keep everyone 
in the loop with @mentions, alerts & notifications.  



Centralise visual collaboration activities in one place, and collaborate 
virtually as if you were in the same room. Real-time sessions and 
meetings, from anywhere.
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Flexible workspaces centralise documents and discussions and reduce 
email overload. With our import and export options you can easily 
streamline Conceptboard into your existing workflows.
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Conceptboard On-Premises Overview

Manage projects with clarity and accelerate processes and product cycles. 
Save time on iterations with tasks assignments, activity feeds, and 
progress tracking.%&&
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Store your data on machines you own and control, and choose the 
hardware that meets your specific performance needs. 

EU and Swiss Safe Harbor or HIPAA compliance needs? With On-Premises 
you can adhere to your security and compliance requirements. 

Leverage your corporate security infrastructure 

Leverage your existing user directories with our Single-Sign-On SAML 
integration. We support SAML 2.0 and ADFS 2 for streamlined 
integrations with cloud SSO providers.

Easy deployment using an industry standard virtual machine

Conceptboard On-Premise is fully supported with regular product 
updates and enhancements, 24/7/365 access to our Help Center, 
tutorials, and user on-boarding support. 

Many Enterprise customers choose the Conceptboard Enterprise edition for secure cloud 
collaboration on their own dedicated instance. Customers with even higher privacy, compliance or 
regulatory requirements can choose the Conceptboard On-Premises solution.  All the great 
collaboration features of Conceptboard, installed on your local network behind your firewall. 

Contact us 
For more information on Conceptboard On-Premises and a free trial contact us via the inquiry 
form at http://conceptboard.com/onpremises or send an email to enterprise@conceptboard.com.

About Conceptboard, GmbH 
Conceptboard is a visual collaboration platform where more 
than 250,000 collaborators from 180+ countries come together 
to innovate, discuss, and present their products and services.   
Founded in 2008, Conceptboard is privately held and based in 
Stuttgart, Germany.
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